Imagine sitting in one of our private deck chairs. See the bright blue sky and ocean in sharp contrast to our alabaster hotel, and rows of palm trees bowing contently. Welcome to our truly rejuvenating water space.
The design concept of this hotel is an homage to the Mexican architect, Luis Barragan. The spaces in the hotel structure, blessed with abundant natural light, create sometimes majestic and sometimes tender atmosphere. The resort-like feel unique to this hotel is created by the contrast between bright cheery colors and the quiet colors that blend with the building, hard colors and soft colors, which will become an unforgettable background of your trip.

Luis Barragan (1902-1988)
Barragan is one of the most renowned Mexican architects. With the unique color sense and architectural philosophy, he developed architectural designs that bring fresh surprise and impressive tension to the space, create perfect harmony with the surrounding landscape and achieves a fine balance between natural light and water. He once said that a perfect garden should enclose the entire universe. Such philosophy can be actualized nowhere else but here at The Luigans, which “boasts a superb location” or “boasts this superb location”.
THE SPA

**Luz del Sol**

This full-scale hotel & spa has finally made a debut in Fukuoka. You can relax your body and mind by warming yourself up in a large bathtub and getting a facial and body treatment in an ocean view room. The space and services are carefully managed in order for you to forget the time and have a peaceful stay. Please enjoy the calmness and warmth as if you are basking in the sun.
We offer 3 original restaurants each serving a different style of cuisine, prepared with fresh local ingredients from Kyushu as well as other ingredients delivered by air from Tokyo, which attracts the world's top quality items. The 1st floor lounge becomes a cafe during daytime and at night, a bar with pool tables.

The Main Dining "The lounge on the water"

Steak house "Medium Rare"

Japanese style dish "Genkai"
All 98 guest rooms command a panoramic view of Hakata Bay. You can look down on an extensive green garden with a swimming pool, adjacent to which the sea spreads far. The town of Hakata can also be seen on the horizon. You can select the interior style of your room from the standard interior and the Luigans interior, which is designed in Barragan style.
Body

○ Back and Shoulder Massage 30min.
It brings you utmost relaxation by flexing your back and shoulder, which are most susceptible to fatigue.

○ Leg Massage 30min.
It will rid your legs of swelling and dullness and give you beautiful leg lines.

○ Energy Flow Massage 60min.
It flexes your body and charges your body with energy. The slow stroking hand massage will surely give you full relaxation.

○ Sense of Aroma Therapy 90min.
Massage will bring deep relaxation to anyone by healing the whole body with a hand massage and aromatic scent. You can choose essential oil best suitable for your body condition or your mood.

○ Hot Stone Therapy 90min.
Massage uses the energy of stone to adjust your chakra balance.
It brings a deep relaxation effect.

Facial

○ Spa Balancing Facial 60min.
Treatment will recover the balance of your face by improving your skin condition.
It is recommended to those with delicate skin or troubled skin.

○ Moisturizing 90min.
Treatment will ease the dry skin, fine lines, delicate skin and other skin problems and help you maintain the moist and healthy complexion of your skin.

○ Men’s Basic 60min.
Treatment is especially suitable for men with oily skin.
It is recommended to have this treatment before a dinner party or before you give an important presentation.

Package Menu

○ Precious Harmony 120min.
Treatment is a rich course with all body massage and facial treatment. With this treatment, you can relax your mind and body, purify your skin and charge yourself with fresh energy.

○ Body Detox & Facial Care 90min.
Treatment lathers your body with a pack made from cream richly composed of seawater, seaweed and sea mud, which helps the removal of toxics from your body.
You can get a facial relaxation massage during your body pack, and face pack treatment with special cream for your skin condition during body massage.

Nail Care

○ Ladies Spa Manicure 70min.
Treatment will provide nail care and coloring, which will further enhance the beauty of your fingers.

○ Spiritual Manicure 90min.
Treatment provides a total aesthetic care for your fingers. After hand massage, scrubbing and masking, which moisturize your hand skin, you can get nail care and coloring.

* There is a 10% service charge for all services on the menu.
The menu listed above is as of April 1, 2011. Please be forewarned that it is subject to change without notice.

Restaurant

The lounge on the water
At the large entrance lounge, you can relax in the beautiful space decorated by the sun and the stars. It becomes an open cafe during daytime, and at night, a pool bar with special atmosphere.

Opening Hours

Breakfast 6:30 - 10:00 (Last Order)
CAFE 10:00 - 17:30 (Last Order)
LUNCH 11:30 - 14:00 (Last Order)
DINNER 17:30 - 21:00 (Last Order)
BAR 17:30 - 22:00 (Last Order)
* The opening hours may vary by seasons.

Japanese-style dish “GENKAI”
Traditional Japanese Kaiseki style course includes fresh local seafood from the Genkai Sea and other seasonal ingredients that are prepared with the skills of an experienced chef. Please relax and enjoy the Japanese cuisine of the season at the counter.

Opening Hours

LUNCH 11:30 - 14:00 (Last Order)
DINNER 17:30 - 21:00 (Last Order)
* Regular holidays: Mondays and Tuesdays

Steak House “Medium Rare”
We offer A3 class Japanese Black Beef, which is rarely available in the market. Our chef will show off his meticulous yet bold cooking skills at the counter. Local seafood from the Genkai Sea and fresh vegetables are also available.

Opening Hours

LUNCH 11:30 - 14:00 (Last Order)
DINNER 17:30 - 21:00 (Last Order)
* Regular holidays: Wednesdays and Thursdays
Marine World Uminonakamichi

Enjoy real marine life at the aquarium.

With its exhibit theme of the Tsushima Warm Current, Marine World Uminonakamichi has a collection of 20,000 creatures representing 350 species living in tropical, temperate and frigid oceans. Both children and adults can observe and explore the diversity of marine life, acquire a broad knowledge of marine ecology and understand the importance of nature in this Marine Science Museum.

Uminonakamichi Seaside Park

Uminonakamichi Seaside Park is located at the center of the spit, Uminonakamichi, extending long and narrow between Hakata Bay and the Sea of Genkai, and is one of the largest seaside parks in Japan, approximately 540 hectares in area, with an aquarium (Marine World Uminonakamichi), a hotel, a marina, tennis courts, and a social educational facility Seaside Youth Clubhouse.

Seaside Golf

The year 2008 marks the second time Koga Golf Course will have the honor of hosting the Japan Open Championship. The sea breeze blowing through the groves of pine trees defines the resplendent splendor of Koga Golf Course. Players enjoy its refined and gracious holes thanks to its natural setting. With its championship course layout, subtle bunkers and fantastic greens, Koga Golf Course will challenge the golf game within you. Discover the many surprises encountered at each hole; this elegant golf course offers you “the best test of championship golf” in the country.

【Shuttle bus】
Hotel shuttle bus is available between Hotel and Hakata station
【By car】
- Approximately 30 mins from Fukuoka Airport
- Approximately 20 mins from Hakata Station
【By train】
- Approximately 60 mins from Fukuoka Airport
- Approximately 40 mins from Hakata Station
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